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VERULAM WRITERS 
REMAIN ACTIVE DURING 

LOCKDOWN
Verulam Writers remains active during the
coronavirus crisis with competitions still
running, regular updates on Facebook and a
manuscript feedback forum available via the
VW website.

Chair of Verulam Writers Lesley Eames said:
“Although we’re missing our face to face
meetings we’re still very much here for our
members. Our website offers a terrific facility for
people to give and receive feedback on their
writing.” Virtual manuscript feedback is available
via the Members Area of the Verulam Writers
website, www.verulamwriterscircle.org.uk.

Lesley added: “We’re pressing on with our
competitions too, with entries being made by
post or electronically. We’re even trialing a new
way of voting electronically for the prestigious
and much-coveted gnome de plume. These are
difficult times but we shall continue to look at
ways of supporting our members. We welcome
your ideas too. Keep well, everyone.”

© Verulam Writers 2020
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From the Editor…

Hello and welcome to another edition
of VERACITY - the newsletter by
Verulam Writers about all things
writing.

In these unprecedented times we
sincerely hope that this edition will not
only be a reminder that we are still
active as a group (and very much so!),
but also provide some informative and
entertaining articles for your
enjoyment.

In this edition, Phil gives a report on his
creating convincing characters
workshop as well as a piece about life
during the lockdown. Steve shows how
to get writing as a WONFA (I’ve no idea
either), Anne takes an in-depth look at
action, and Nick shares his story as to
how he started as a writer. You’ll also
find information on our next
competition (the Crystal Decanter), and
to end we have our president John
Spencer on the Writer’s Block.

I’m particularly pleased to have a piece
about our neighbouring group The
Hertford Writers’ Circle, and I’m fond of
the piece about writing process where I
asked our regular writers to send in a
few words about their own process.
The variety and creativity of their
responses does VW proud! Find this on
page 20.

While we may be locked in our homes,
Verulam Writers are still a team and a
family of sorts, looking forward to our
next reunion. Whenever that may be,
stay safe, and keep writing!

Sam Ellis, Editor
VWVeracityEditor@gmail.com
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The President’s Competition 2020

The subject of this year’s competition, set
by last year’s winner Oscar Windsor-
Smith and judged by him and the Verulam
Writer’s President John Spencer, was 20-
20 Vision. The competition had ten
entries, four of which with the same title!

Oscar and John had whittled it down to a
shortlist of five. First to read was Sam Ellis,
who read First Sight about a lovelorn
optometrist who meets her very own Mr
Wright on the eve of the optometrists
dinner dance - the Eye Ball. But sometimes
love can be found in the most obvious
places.

Second to read was Gerwin de Boer, who read his story 20-20 Vision about a big brother state set in
the murky crime world of St Albans. When the servant drones are set to work they turn on their
master, and reveal more than they should.

Next was Phil Mitchell’s Things You Shouldn’t See, read expertly by Robert Paterson. A man climbs a
magic tree where within the branches the future can be seen, but when he climbs too high he puts his
very future at risk.

Night Tube by Ben Bergonzi was next, about a Falklands War veteran who finds himself becoming
curious about strange goings-on in the London Underground. Anyone who uses the tube will never be
able to think of it in the same way again.

Finally, A New World Order by Tina Shaw was an expression of the hopes and fears of a new
grandmother in 1950 upon the birth of her granddaughter, who would be 70 in 2020.

The remaining five entries were then read. Anne Ellis read her story The Edge of the World where
nothing quite goes to plan, including the apocalypse. Suzanne Stanton read 20-20 Vision, where cave-
dweller Thump has ideas above her station. 20-20 Vision by Judith Foster was a stream-of-
consciousness style action story where getting to the top is not always a good thing. Dave Weaver’s
take on 20-20 Vision was about a woman who sees more than she bargained for with the latest eye
operation. Finally, Wendy Turner’s 20-20 Vision saw a convent under threat for the second time.

Oscar and John read their comments and gave their verdict - third was Gerwin, second was Ben and
first was Sam. The coveted Gnome de Plume went to Wendy for her alter-ego Markus Absent. Well
done to all the entrants who kept Verulam Writers’ standards high!
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Winning Entry – The President’s
Competition 2020
First Sight by Sam Ellis, a.k.a. Brad I. Deer.

“I don’t see how this has happened to me AGAIN!”

Iris slumped over a cabinet containing the latest in
prescription sunglasses. Her colleague Dennis took one of
her hands which she squeezed with affection until she
realised he was encouraging her to move so he could wipe
the countertop with a disinfected cloth.

“Dumped for the third time this month, and with only an
hour to go until the biggest party of my life.”

Dennis tutted. “A dinner dance for the optometrists of the
east of England is hardly the social event of the week, let
alone your life.”

“Dennis! The Eye Ball is exactly that – a beautiful ball!”

Dennis had a flashback to last year’s Eye Ball when a colleague fell into a hedge in the Midland Hotel
car park after complaining of ‘double vision’, apparently unrelated to fifteen Jägerbombs.

“And nobody to go with. How hard can it be to find a man?!”

President of VW John Spencer, Gerwin de Boer, Sam Ellis and Oscar 
Windsor-Smith. 

Wendy Turner and 
the Gnome de Plume.
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“I hope so” he said, his voice as smooth as a hot chocolate on a winter day. “I’m here for an eye test.”
Iris stood agog, hand on her heart and open-mouthed, but Dennis’s terseness made her snap to and
blurt “Hello! I’ll be taking your test today, Mr...?”

“Wright. Avery Wright”

“Mr… Wright. I see. Mr Very Wright.”

“Avery Wright.”

“Hmm. If you’d like to follow me, Mr Wright, I’ll take you to a room where I can… test you out.”
Dennis rolled his eyes.

“You don’t have trouble finding them, it’s keeping them.”

“While you can neither find or keep a man, Dennis.”

“OK. Firstly, I’m not gay.” Dennis was forced to say this at
least once a day. “And secondly, I have a date for this
evening. And thirdly, you don’t need to go with
anybody.”

Iris gasped. “Me?! The hottest girl in town? I need a date
and I need one now!”

As she spoke a windswept man walked in; his ruffled
fringe flopped over his forehead and his teeth gleamed
in the neon light.

“Can I help you?” said Dennis, curtly.

“Do you have any plans this
evening, Mr Wright? I don’t want
to hold you up.”

“No. I’m free all night.”

Iris stole a glance at Dennis. He
curled his lip in disgust and turned
back to his disinfecting.

Iris sat Mr Wright down on the
high-backed leather chair as she
asked basic questions about his
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Dennis rolled his eyes again and Iris let out a short laugh. “So… would you like to go out with me
tonight?”

eyesight. After a few rudimentary tests where Iris subtly undid her blouse’s topmost button, the
results were still inconclusive on Mr Wright’s level of interest, but she was confident that the visual
acuity test would resolve the question. She turned off the lights, covered one of his eyes and asked
him to read the characters he saw.

“I, M, S, X, E.”

“Correct, Mr Wright. Very. Now, second row please.”

“R, U, C, N, N, E, 1.”

“Oh, how funny!” said Iris, trying not to sound forced, “It sounds like you were asking me if I was
seeing anyone! I’m not, in case you were wondering.”

There was a pause. Iris couldn’t tell if it was romantic electricity or just plain awkward. With that the
room was suddenly filled with light as Dennis burst in.

“Hi! How’s it going? Looks like you’ve just finished! This way, Mr Wright!”
He duly stepped out. Leaving Dennis alone with Mr Wright didn’t seem like a good idea, so Iris hastily
finished the paperwork.

“Your prescription Mr Wright” Iris said as she strode back into the shop. “Now, is there anything that
you’d like to ask me?”

“I don’t think so.”

“Nothing?”

“No.”

“Nothing at all…?”

The strained look on Iris’s face was enough for Dennis. “Oh, for goodness sake!
My friend would like to ask you out. Tonight.”

Mr Wright looked quizzical. “I’m flattered man, but…”

“OK. Firstly, I’m not gay!” said Dennis. “And secondly, it’s with her.”

Mr Wright’s eyes widened.

“You must have noticed me flirting?” Iris smiled, demurely.

“To be honest I get that kind of reaction all the time.”

6
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“Well!”

“Alas, another great catch passes you by.”

“That fake smile and stupid hair! And those blue eyes the colour of – the
sky! Nothing more common than the sky. Well, if there’s one thing Mr
Wright has taught me it’s that I don’t need a Mr right! I don’t need to go
with anyone tonight. I’ll go to the Eye Ball on my own!”

“Or…” said Dennis, turning to her, “…you could go with me.”

Iris tutted. “Oh Dennis, you have a date already.”

“Sort of. I suspected you might be in need, so I took a chance and kept myself free so we could go
together.”

Iris stood erect. “But Dennis, you’re gay!”

“For the last time, I’m not gay!”

“And… you like me… in that way?!”

“Well” said Dennis, holding out his forearm to her, “we’ll see.”

Mr Wright stared into Iris’s eyes. He gave a coy grin from the corner of his mouth and his hair flopped
across his face before he flicked it back with a swift motion of his head. He opened his lips and said
smoothly, “I don’t think so.”

Iris’s smile fell away from her face like a sandcastle caught in a wave.

“What?”

“I don’t think so. Thanks for the offer, but you’re not my type.”

Iris and Dennis looked stunned.

“Now, if there’s nothing else, I’ll-”

“Your prescription!” snapped Iris, shoving the form into Mr Wright’s hand. “You’ll see it has zeroes for
both sphere and cylinder, meaning you have perfect vision, so there’s absolutely no need for you to
set foot in an opticians ever again!”

Dennis coughed, “Er, we do recommend you have regular check-ups every other year.”

“Oh Dennis!” snapped Iris.

“Sorry for the misunderstanding” said Mr Wright “Goodbye.” With a final flash of his grin and flop of
his hair Mr Wright turned on his heel and left.
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Covidness
Phil Mitchell on life during lockdown.

I’ve invented a new word—covidness. To mean,
I’m in a state where I’m stuck in my house with a
constant news stream of doom, and even though
I could use this time to do productive things, all
the worry is stopping me doing much. In a
sentence, I’d use it as, ‘I’d finish my novel, but I’m
in a state of covidness,’ or ‘There’s a lot of
covidness around at the moment.’

These are strange and dark times, and as a writer
I’ve wondered if I should chronicle all the stuff
going on. Should I keep a diary? Should I be
blogging? Should I write a short story about this?
Should I incorporate this situation into my novel?
But then I thought, no. After all this is over—and
please let it be over soon—I won’t want to read
about it, I don’t want reminders of this bizarre
time. I’ve already been bombarded by countless
news stories through television and social media
for weeks—I don’t want any more. What I need
from my fiction, either when reading or writing, is
escape. I’ll learn from, and use, the feelings
created by the situation, and the inspiring and
often saddening stories we hear every day, but
including Covid-19 directly in my fiction now feels
like the wrong thing to do.

The lockdown, frustratingly, is making it a
challenge for me to sit down and write. I spend
more time than usual watching the news, calling
friends and relatives to see how they’re coping,
and exercising to keep fit and healthy should the
virus find its way into me. I’m working from home
with a toddler running around, I’ve lost the quality
reading and writing time I had on my commute
into London, and I work in the food industry,
which is keeping me incredibly busy. When this
crisis started, I thought working from home would
give me loads of time to work on my novel,
perhaps enough time to finish it. But the
disheartening reality is, I don’t have extra time.

However, when the opportunity came up to write
this for Veracity, I leapt at it. I knew it’d force me
to find time from somewhere to write—after all, I
had the pressure of a deadline, and an editor to
keep happy.

So, to give myself some writing time, this is what I
do. I get out of bed at the same early hour I would
if I were commuting. I make myself a cup of tea,
then I sit and write until my son wakes up. And in
the evenings, and quiet times at weekends, usually
when my son’s napping, rather than watch
nonsense on television, I write. I remind myself
that writing makes me feel good—it’s important
for me to write, especially in such worrying times.
I’m writing this piece for Veracity, and in between,
I’m working on my novel, and working on a short
story for the Verulam Writers Crystal Decanter
competition that’s just been set.

If you’re unlike me, and in lockdown you find
yourself with more time than usual, then what are
you waiting for? Finish that story, complete that
novel, send them off into the world—you will
never have a better time. And why not use your
time to improve your craft? Ernest Hemingway
said, ‘We are all apprentices in a craft where no
one ever becomes a master,’ so there’s always
something more to learn, and there’s a world of
free resources on the Internet to help.

Something heartening that has come out of this
situation is how people have been able to turn to
art and entertainment to get them through these
dark times. Books, magazines, television, films,
radio, and podcasts are all the products of
talented writers. It’s good to know the world
needs writers - a situation like this shows us we’re
important. So, what are you waiting for? Write
something, write anything - what you do means
something. Get writing.
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Tuesday 7th April 2020
Oscar Windsor-Smith on the effects of COVID-19 from one day in April.

Today I went out in the world for the first
time in 22 days. It’s not the same world
it was three weeks ago. Almost empty
roads; an eerie sunlit spring day in an
abandoned land.

To be clear, I wouldn't venture out lightly
because my wife is on the list of persons
most at risk but there’s a regular injection
I need and the only way to get it is to visit
the surgery. I’d been told I must phone on
the day I needed the treatment, which I
duly did. Expect a callback from a nurse
later in the day they said. When my
callback came I assured the nurse my wife
and I had been isolated for three weeks
so there was little chance I’d be carrying
the virus. In a voice both formal and
humane, with undertones of controlled
tension I might not have picked up face-
to-face, she said I must understand that
she could give me no such undertaking
about herself. She would be taking all
reasonable precautions but the decision
to attend or not had to be mine alone.
The threat was suddenly real; not out
there on the TV news. I could delay the
treatment for a while if I wished. I
discussed this with my wife and we
agreed that the risk must increase as the
exponentially-growing outbreak nears a
peak. Better to go now. So I donned the
nearest things I have to PPE: my gym

training kit, all of which is regularly
laundered, a secondhand mask left over
from some past DIY (which dates it to
before the 4-year uni course I began in
2014) and some disposable plastic gloves.

The surgery is in lockdown. No
appointment, no entry. A female voice
answers my buzz on the intercom. She
asks my name and clicks away. It seems
like several minutes before the voice
returns and asks me to repeat my name.
There’s another hesitation before she
buzzes me in.

The receptionist turns, smiling out at me
from behind her newly installed
protective glass screen.

The large waiting room is empty. From a
doorway a lone figure appears,
reassuringly clad in plastic apron, mask
and visor. The nurse – I happen to know
she’s a returned retiree – calls my name.

She has the injection prepared, so the
whole procedure takes only seconds. The
formal exchange of wishes to take care
until the next visit takes no longer but
profound understanding flows between
two pairs of eyes above dehumanising
masks. And then I’m on my way, praying
we will meet again.
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Five Minutes to Spare? Get
Writing!
Steve Barley on what to do with those spare five-minutes.

How I envy those coffee shop, commuter, or
lunchtime writers who are able to rattle off a
novella in the time it takes for them to lick all
the froth off their cappuccino, tube it between
Kings Cross and Euston, or munch through a
McDonald’s cheeseburger. Not that I’m saying
quantity is a replacement for quality, but at
least they have productively used what would
normally be fairly functional periods in their
daily lives to further their writing ambitions. By
definition, what they have written will be
rushed, but at least they have something to edit
and expand on later, rather than having to fill
an empty page from scratch.

Personally, I can only put my idiomatic ‘pen to paper’ when all the diva-ish demands of my writing
muse have been met i.e. a computer with a real keyboard and mouse, time – lots of it – and a venue
quiet enough to hear the fan on the aforementioned computer.

That’s why I’m envious of those ‘Writers Of No Fixed Abode’, or WONFAs*, who can write anywhere
and in any timeframe, however short. I’m sure there are many others out there who feel the same
reluctance as I do when it comes to changing their writing routine, so is there anything we can do to
truly join the fast lane?

Well today’s your lucky day – assuming you’re not reading this on Friday the 13th – because ‘YOU TOO
CAN BECOME A WONFA!’

There’s no rule that says a WONFA must be able to write fifty, or even five words a minute, nor does a
WONFA have to love coffee shops, fast food or frequent trains – in the non-oxymoronic sense. Put
simply, if you are able to write one paragraph, one sentence or even a one word idea, whilst on the
move, or during time typically allocated for other non-writing tasks, then you qualify as a WONFA.

With productivity targets that flexible, even our writing muses aren’t likely to march in protest at the
unreasonable working conditions. The tools and venues for wannabe WONFAs can also be tailored to
their uniquely personal writing preferences and daily schedules. Indeed, the opportunities for
WONFAs to write are as endless as their imaginations. Here are some possible scenarios, why not try
WONFA yourself?...
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• You’re on the telephone at work, have been placed on hold,
and the muzak is driving you crazy. Time to put your pink
Post-Its to good use as you invent new ways to murder
someone – purely for your crime stories of course.

• Bored listening to yet another irrelevant presentation? See if
you can summarise your latest novel in one paragraph to use in
your future pitches to agents. If you do this on your laptop, or in
the margins of any speaker handouts, you’ll impress everyone
with your diligent ‘note-taking’.

• Try mapping out your story’s plotlines in your writer’s
notebook whilst you’re on a loo break in Trap 1**. Just make
sure you use the right paper for the right job.

• Keep a list of ideas for disposable secondary characters to hand.
Add a new one after every irate or ignorant customer interaction you
have at work.

• Use the Notes app on your smartphone when commuting home to
hone that attention-grabbing opening line for your latest novel-in-
progress. Although I doubt even Iain Banks would have got away with,
‘It was the day my grandmother exploded’ if the Transport Police had
been looking over his shoulder.

• Waiting for a friend to show up for a coffee/lunch/dinner? Overcome their
timely tardiness by focussing on you. Draft your author bio on a serviette for
use on social media and writing websites when you finally get published. If
the outlet uses cloth napkins, try the menu instead. Either way, take a photo
of your work, place it facedown and leave…rather quickly!

And finally, WONFA the road so to speak…

• Have a highlighter pen in hand as you read a print magazine or newspaper. Mark
particularly descriptive words for use in your own writing. This is a brilliant
method for expanding your literary pansophism…provided you have a dictionary
to look them up later.

I would write more but I’m finishing early in order to give us all five minutes to do some real writing.
As they say, all for one and WONFA all!

*As acronyms go I doubt it’ll catch on, but it does help me stay within my allocated, article word count.
**Number two is even better.



Hertford Writers’ Circle is a friendly and
informal group of writers who meet monthly.
We share what we’ve been up to during the last
month and if anyone has written anything that
they would like to read, we will listen and offer
constructive feedback. We’re not a class, we
don’t set assignments, but if a nervous writer
has been brave enough to try their hand at
writing something, they can test it out on us.

Writing can often be a lonely and isolating
endeavour, but there’s something wonderfully
companionable about sharing your efforts with
like-minded souls, who promise not to eat you if
they don’t like what they hear.

At Christmas 2019 we launched our latest
anthology, Herts & Minds. Submissions of short
stories and poems from HWC members could
be on any theme and in any genre, as long as
there was a connection to the Hertfordshire
area. In all, 20 members contributed pieces and
the variety was enormous, with fiction, history
(both real and imagined), adventure and poetry.

The launch night was a wonderful success. We
didn’t create our anthology to make money, but

to offer our members the opportunity to see
their words in print, and the wonderful party
atmosphere suggested that our members
appreciated the effort. We made many sales on
the night and were able to offer our guest, the
Mayor of Hertford, Rosemary Bolton, a donation
to her charities. Since then, the anthology has
been on sale in independent outlets in Hertford
and Ware.

Often, I’ve found myself so engrossed in the task
of having to put words on the page, I’ve
forgotten that occasionally, I must come up for
air. Taking a break to read a story from a fellow
HWC member has been as refreshing as taking a
walk. The range of different stories in our
collection means there is something for
everyone, and I think, the reason why our
anthologies have usually sold very well.

We have a website www.hertfordwriters.org and
have also recently set up a Facebook page, to
promote events and celebrate our members’
work. https://www.facebook.com/Hertford
Writers-Circle-106364967579666/

Over the past few years, our attendance at
meetings has grown. Unfortunately, of course,
our meetings are suspended during the Covid-19
crisis, but we know we will be back together as
soon as it is possible. If someone would like to
drop in and try a meeting, they are very
welcome, and, encouraged with tea and biscuits,
might tell us about themselves and what they
like to write. We meet monthly on a Wednesday
in the URC foyer at Cowbridge, Hertford, with
meetings dates on our Facebook page.
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Hertford Writers’ Circle
Karen Skinner from the Hertford Writers’ Circle.

http://www.hertfordwriters.org/
https://www.facebook.com/Hertford-Writers-Circle-106364967579666/
https://www.facebook.com/Hertford-Writers-Circle-106364967579666/
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How I Started Writing
Nick Cook shares his writing journey... (Editor’s Note – this article has NOT been ‘top and tailed’!).

It actually started with a job I
didn’t want. In 1991 I was
quite happy working as a
research scientist for Kodak (in
the days when there still was
a Kodak). Then, out of the
blue, I was offered a job in the
company Occupational Health
and Safety department. The
job would involve looking how
people worked and identifying
any risks. The job appealed to
me because, possibly like
most of us, I would much
rather study work than
actually do it.

My new job turned out great. It
took me all over the Kodak
factory rather than spending all
my time in one laboratory. It
also took me into the world of
journalism. This was quite
accidental. On my first day in
Health and Safety I noticed a
Journal on the shelves:
Occupational Safety and Health
published by the Royal Society
for the Protection of Accidents.
Inside was an article by the
editor – ‘Lest we Forget’. It
focused on the depiction of the
awful working conditions of
19th Century French coal
miners in the novel Germinal
by Emile Zola.

I was amazed. I had expected
to find the article crammed
with advice on the importance

of holding onto the banister
rail when going up and down
stairs and doing up your shoe
laces. But this was a wonderful
piece of social history.

As a result I was filled with a
burning desire to write for this
journal. As luck would have it I
went on a course about
environmental pollution. Part

of the course covered the
history of pollution. I used that
material to write a light article
environmental protection
including how King Edward I
had executed a charcoal burner
for smoking out the palace. I
read out the article at VWC
and, encouraged by a positive
response I sent it off. To my
amazement it was accepted –
not for Occupational Safety
and Health but for their news-
sheet. I had arrived!

NOT!

The wind was sharply taken
out of my euphoric sails with
my next submission. It was
about why I thought Europe

was good for health and safety
because it encouraged a
common approach and
harnessed the whole expertise
of the EU to make health and
safety improvements.

I put in what I thought was a
wonderful introduction. It
pontificated about how Edward
Gibbon raved that Europe’s
happiest time had been when
basking under the Pax Romana
of the Roman Empire. The
concluding paragraph linked
back to the first saying how
would it be wonderful if we
could return to that happy
state from a health and safety
point of view.

I thought I had been so clever
but when the article was
published the first and last
paragraph was missing. Now I
do not have any problems with
being edited. But I was
interested to know why so I
casually asked my editor. “Oh
we often have to do that with
articles by beginners,” she said,
“top and tail them.” It was a
valuable lesson.

Suitably chastened I settled
down to an apprenticeship
which lasted the next thirty
years.
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Cut to the Chase –

How to Keep

Action

Convincing

by Anne Ellis



But action scenes can - and should - serve a deeper purpose. They can be excellent at showing
character: is the protagonist the sort to go after the villain with total disregard to danger, leaping
from rooftop to rooftop as though gravity was something that happened to other people, or are
they more cautious? When it comes to blows, does the villain display an unexpected moral code,
for example refusing to take action which might endanger an innocent? Does the hero, by contrast,
show a Machiavellian streak and fight dirty?

Action scenes can also move the plot along. As Raymond Chandler famously said, “When in doubt,
have a man come through the door with a gun in his hand.” A car chase can end in escape, capture
- or tragedy. Which one the writer chooses will dramatically affect the course of their novel.

But how do we make our action scenes realistic and believable?

Of course, we need to keep in mind that our characters are only human (except, of course, when
they’re not). Authors and screenwriters can and do take liberties with the limits of human
endurance, with heroes shaking off severe head injuries, gunshot wounds and blood loss to run
after and fight the villain, but the reader or viewer must have a certain foundation of reality from
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Action scenes. Why do we write them? Why do readers enjoy them?

The simple answer is that they’re exciting. Usually
fast-paced, they carry the reader on a breathless
rollercoaster ride. They can be an explosive start to a
story, hooking the reader’s attention from the first
page - think of the classic James Bond film intro, with
an over-the-top chase scene. Or they can be a
dramatic climax to tension that’s been building up
over the course of a book. Maybe they come out of
the blue, to shock the reader as much as they do the
protagonist.

which to suspend that
disbelief. If your protagonist is
an office drone with a
sedentary lifestyle, their
reaction to violence will need
to be a little different than that
of, say, a Royal Marine. Unless,
of course, your carefully drip-
fed backstory is that they only
left the Marines a couple of
months ago… If your hero is
going to be better than the
average mortal at this action
lark, make sure you’ve given
them a valid reason to be so.
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A key element to writing a good action
scene is to keep up the pace. Going back
to James Bond, how exciting would those
chase scenes be if, halfway down a black
ski run with machine-gun toting
henchmen on his tail, our hero flashed
back to a lengthy explanation of how he
got there in the first place? Or started
planning next week’s caper? Action
scenes should be focussed on the now.
If you, or your loved ones, have ever
been involved in an accident or a fight,
there’s a good chance your senses were

highly attuned to what was going on at the time—and you weren’t thinking of anything extraneous to
the action. So leave out the introspection. If there’s a fist coming towards your POV character’s face,
they shouldn’t be thinking of anything other than how to avoid it or, if that’s not possible, how much
it’s going to hurt—and even then, only for a split second. There will be time later for musing on the
possible causes of the fist-owner’s sudden yet inevitable betrayal.

Another way to keep up the pace is to shorten your sentences. Shorter sentences read faster. More
breathless. Tense. Keep your words short and to the point, too.

Use the setting: any kind of action scene will be influenced by where it is set, and effectively laying
out the scene for the reader will enhance the visual qualities of the narrative, and make it feel more
real. Are there makeshift weapons to be had - or pitfalls for the unwary? Does the action take place
in the dark? Are there bystanders (innocent or otherwise)? Many action scenes take place in public,
and while you should concentrate on the main characters, not the extras, there should be some
sense that they’re there.

Make sure there will be consequences depending on the outcome of your action scene: what
happens in this scene should dictate the future course of the story. If the stakes are low, so will be
your reader’s interest in the action. To further up the stakes, show emotion as well as action.

Your protagonist won’t have time for much in
the way of higher thought, but their gut will
likely be roiling with all kinds of feelings. Fear,
anger, betrayal, and desperation are only a few
of the possibilities.

And finally: keep it short. Readers, like runners,
can’t sustain a fast pace indefinitely, and action
that never stops will lose its impact. The
average street fight apparently lasts between
three and eight seconds, so if yours has gone
on for more than a chapter you may want to
trim it down a little.
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The Crystal Decanter 

Competition 2020
All paid-up members of Verulam Writers should have received an email about our next competition –

The Crystal Decanter Competition 2020. 

The theme of the competition this year is:

TENSION

A fundamental force in physics?

Mental or emotional strain?

A relationship between ideas or qualities with conflicting demands or implications?

Fundamental in keep the Golden Gate bridge up?

That feeling that can keep you turning pages?

Interpret however you like!

Competition Information:

• The competition is open to paid-up members of Verulam Writers only.

• Stories should be no more than 1,500 words.

• The closing date for entries is Wednesday 29th of April.

• There is no entry fee.

• The winner will be revealed by e-mail and on the Verulam Writer’s

website, alongside the top 3 stories (with author permission), on the

13th May.

Details on submitting entries is provided on the email to all members. If

you are a fully paid-up member and have not received this then please

contact us.

The winner will receive the Crystal Decanter complete with sterling silver

tab (home delivered or presented at the earliest opportunity) and prize

money will be awarded: £20 for first, £10 for second, £5 for third.

The gnome for best pseudonym will be awarded through a survey

circulated a week prior to the announcement of the winner and

published online alongside the other results.
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Writing as a Voice for Change
Tina Shaw on how writing can change the world. 

Being an ‘influencer’ on Social Media may
sound like the zenith of being a voice for
change, but there is still satisfaction to be had
from getting a letter published, whether in the
local ‘rag’, or a broadsheet.

Local papers tend to thrive on controversy, so a
letter reacting strongly for, or against, an issue
on which the paper has reported, stands a good
chance of being published. With the national
press, there is strong competition for space
from letters written by well- known figures in
public life, or so called experts.

To have your letter selected for publication out
of the hundreds received every day, you need a
different angle to the majority, as well as
reference to an issue covered by the paper in a
previous edition. Thus my success in getting my
letter about domestic violence published by a
broadsheet came from a few lines referencing
the fact that there was an increase in violent
incidents after the local football team lost,

rather than an erudite analysis of the root
causes of aggression.

Getting an article published in a professional
journal also involves finding an angle, unless
you qualify as one of their experts. My
successes writing in Social Work publications
have been twofold. A couple of articles have
detailed work with children in settings with
which most Social Workers are unfamiliar,
(Women’s Refuges and schools), although they
will be dealing with the consequences of
children being in these settings on a regular
basis. The other articles have had a more
personal flavor from issues in my own life, and
from personal reactions to dealing with a
particularly challenging Social Services client.
The price for writing these personal articles was
the necessity to remain anonymous, and
speaking of price, neither the letter writing, not
the articles have ever earnt me anything more
than a pittance, but the satisfaction of getting
my voice heard in an effort to change the world,
has been worth it every time.

Local papers tend to thrive on 
controversy, so a letter reacting strongly 

for, or against, an issue on which the 
paper has reported, stands a good chance 

of being published. 
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FIRST SECOND THIRD GNOME

David Gibson Cup
Topic: The Revelation of a Secret
Adjudication Date: 2rd October 2019

Wendy Turner 
Four runners-up with equal votes: 

Suzanne Stanton, John Spencer, Robert 
Paterson and Tina Shaw

Richard Bruckdorfer
(aka Tanya Hyde) 

Lisbeth Phillips Plate Competition
Topic: For the Betterment of Mankind
Adjudication Date: 27th November 2019

Tina Shaw Richard Bruckdorfer Ben Bergonzi
Philip Mitchell 

(aka Ewan I. 
Makepeace )

President’s Competition
Topic: 20-20 Vision
Adjudication Date: 4th March 2020

Sam Ellis Ben Bergonzi Gerwin de Boer
Wendy Turner

(aka Markus Absent)

Crystal Decanter Competition
Topic: Tension
Adjudication Date: 13th May 2020

Howard Linskey Competition
Topic: TBC
Adjudication Date: 8th July 2020

Verulam Writers 2019/2020 
Competition Winners
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The Writing Process
Our regular Veracity writers given the (deliberately broad) task of describing their writing process
in around 100 words. The results proved to be interesting, unexpected and, as always, CREATIVE!

Phil Mitchell
Decide to write a story. Try to think of

plot/character ideas. Curse lack of

imagination. Finally, something vague,

something ill-formed appears. Jot idea in

notebook. Go do something else. Come back

to notebook. Idea is rubbish. Think harder.

Coffee, alcohol, lack of sleep, chocolate, long

walk in the rain - another idea appears.

Write it down. Rubbish too, but better than

nothing. Write story. Is this a story? Rework

it. Rework it some more. Read it out loud.

Show it to girlfriend. ‘I don’t get it,’ she says.

Walk away sulking. Shout at the wall. Hover

over delete key. Take a deep breath. It can be

saved! Change everything about the story.

Deadline arrives. Ending still rubbish. Pluck

title from thin air. Send it/Print it. Repeat.

Anne Ellis
My writing process is anything but set in stone, but

I tend to start with a basic scenario - e.g. Black

Friday (Counter Culture) or leap year (Lovers Leap).

Then I think of the main characters. I write

romance, so I’ll usually (although not always)

develop my main characters in tandem - they need

to complement each other, whilst having

differences in personality, background or

circumstances etc that will cause conflict both

minor and major. Around this time I’ll come up

with a meet cute, launch into the writing and see

what happens (hopefully a book).

Steve Barley
Prevaricate -> prevaricate some more -> write

first paragraph -> delete first paragraph -> write

lots -> edit lots -> do the research and planning I

should have done before writing -> re-write ->

edit -> drink tea -> read out loud -> edit -> get

someone else to read it -> re-write bits -> apply

final polish -> the end -> drink alcohol!
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Tina Shaw
Ideas often come to me at unexpected

moments. I need to make a quick note, possibly

including a first line or two, and then mull the

idea over, adding notes that occur to me. Once I

start writing the words flow quickly and if I

struggle to find the right word I leave a space or

turn to the dictionary for alternatives. Once

finished, I try to leave the copy for a few days

before coming back to it several times to make

small edits. Ideas for fiction come from personal

experiences. I almost always write about people

and often have a mental picture of someone I

knew in the past.

Yvonne Moxley
A few years ago my husband built me a

beautiful summerhouse in which to write.

The padded chairs were oh so comfortable

and it was warmer in there whatever the

weather outside. Such a great place for a

snooze. So I bought a small table and an

upright chair to ward off the now habitual

afternoon nap. From this more elevated

position I could watch the birds, make notes

on any dead-heading that needed to be

done, list plants to fill the gaps in the flower

beds, and look out for bare patches in the

lawn which required reseeding. This was

obviously my version of clearing out the

cupboards, although it somehow doubled-up

as my 'prewriting' stage.

For more productive work I now sit in my

study and stare at a blank wall which

surprisingly aids my creativity better than

being in the garden. This is where most of

the physical writing is done. When I'm

endlessly rewriting or editing I read out loud

to myself, still in the study because the

weather isn't particularly brilliant at the

moment although, well, I can't waste that

summerhouse, so come summer.

Wendy Turner
If you need to do a lot of research, be organised:

• Number each book, leaflet or printout you use.

• While you are working, add notes, e.g. ‘from

book 5 p30’ so that you know where you got the

info and can easily find it again.

• If you download info from the internet, copy the

web address as well and add to your draft so

that you can easily find it again.

• When you have finished, you might need to

acknowledge the books or websites you have

used - you have them all to hand.

• Delete all your book/page numbers and web

addresses before sending your article off. It’s

easy to overlook them.

Happy writing!
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Books On The Hill – A New Gem in

the St Albans Literary Crown
Tina Shaw on the new Books on the Hill shop on Holywell Hill, St Albans.

Shortly before Christmas, St Albans was blessed with a new

independent book emporium - Books On The Hill.

The décor is in keeping with its location, and the armchairs

around the fire in the secondhand section at the back are a

delightful temptation. There is a nostalgic selection of old

children’s books and paperback Penguins, as well as some

more worthy tomes. In the front area, there is an array of new

editions and orders can be placed for particular requests.

During over half a century of living in St Albans I remember

many book shops, including the small, independent one in the

High Street which carried left-wing publications, and Paton

Books on Holywell Hill which favoured religious and second-hand books. During the seventies and

eighties we frequented Albans Books (now the Oxfam Book Shop on Catherine Street), the chain

Ottakers, and an independent book shop at the upper level in the Maltings. This century we now

have a thriving branch of Waterstones and, of course, WH Smiths, which feels like it has always been

with us. All of these prove that St Albans has always been a good home for book shops.

Now Books On The Hill has opened and I am delighted to welcome a

new, independent bookshop to St Albans. A few doors down from

the Peahen on Holywell Hill, it is a pleasurable place in which to

while away the time, especially for bookworms like us!

Despite opening at the end of last year the advertising was limited

for fear of being overwhelmed at Christmas. As word spreads around

St Albans of this gem of a store, make sure you don’t miss it. For

more about Books on the Hill please check out them out on

Facebook @booksonthehillstalbans

Editor’s Note: Due to coronavirus, Books on the Hill is temporarily closed, but they will be operating

online soon with the launch of a new website. Do check their social media regularly for updates on

this and when the shop will reopen.
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I decided when I was seven
that I wanted to be a writer
(although only for children - I
hated books without
pictures). At twelve, I wrote a
novel about a girl who had a
pet dolphin and tangled with
pirates in the South China Sea,
filling three exercise books in
as many days, and giving
myself writer’s cramp for a
week!

Since then I’ve written
countless pieces of all sorts –
romance novels, poetry,
straight novels, thrillers, short
stories, radio plays, a stage
play… I could go on. Some of
these were written following
encouragement from a
publisher, producer or
magazine editor, and appeared
to be promising openings, but
they all ended in collisions with
rather hard walls!

Things began to change for me
in a modest way about one and
a quarter years ago, when
having barely heard of flash
fiction, I wrote a piece and
won first prize in the Flash 500
competition. This proves that

sometimes it can pay to go off
on a complete tangent! I’ve
been shortlisted in the same
competition again recently.

Since winning that competition
I’ve had short fiction published
in three countries, and
nowadays when I receive

rejection letters, they tend to
be respectful and encouraging
rather than merely formulaic.
I’m so pleased that I didn’t give
up, which I could have done so
many times! I think it’s
important to remember that
there’s a huge and diverse
world out there, and there’s no
need to be fixated on being
published in one particular
market or publication
exclusively.

Recently I’ve had the honour of
having four pieces of short
fiction published in an
anthology of writing by
women, On Reflection – A Look
At Life In Prose and Poetry by
Pat Abercromby and Friends.
It’s a book to dip into at spare
moments and covers a wide
variety of subjects, from family
life to nature, amusing
anecdotes, love gained, love

lost, and even some fantasy.
It’s available on Amazon as a
paperback and Kindle edition.

It’s hard to say how I get the
first seed of an idea, but once
I’ve got one, it grows
organically, like a fruit. I always
have several pieces on the go
at once, although I may not
look at some of them for
months on end. I revise and
polish until nothing in a piece
“offends” me, and for this, I’ve
found comments from Verulam
Writers very helpful! I don’t
write to make money,
(although obviously I don’t
mind if I earn some!) so that
gives me a lot of freedom to
allow pieces to mature. (A few
never do). I usually write on my
laptop, although if I’m
travelling or suffering from
strained muscles, I may use a
notebook.

The downside of writing for me
is that when I’m inspired it can
lead to disturbed sleep, waking
at absurd hours, or simply not
being able to turn off the
words in my brain. But it’s a
price which I’m happy to pay!

Presenting Barbara Kuessner Hughes
Barbara Kuessner Hughes on her writing journey. 

I’m so pleased that I 
didn’t give up, which I 

could have done so 
many times! 

…sometimes it can pay 
to go off on a complete 

tangent.

My website is: www.abacus
relevant.wix.com/website

http://abacusrelevant.wix.com/website
http://abacusrelevant.wix.com/website
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Mark Twain remarked that ‘truth is stranger
than fiction because fiction is obliged to stick to
possibilities: Truth isn’t.’ Here are some strange
truths.

In 1809 a young girl, Mary Ann Brailsford,
planted a few apple pips in her parents’ cottage
garden in Southwell, Nottinghamshire. Her
endeavor produced the lovely Bramley Apple
and blossomed into the multi-million pound
business it is today.

The cottage was bought by local butcher
Matthew Bramley in 1846. The apple trees were
evidently thriving as they caught the eye of local
gardener Henry Merryweather. Henry asked
Matthew Bramley for permission to take some
cuttings and market the apples. Bramley agreed
on condition that they bore his name, and the
‘Bramley’s Seedling’ was on its way to fame! The
business thrived and throughout the late 1800s
the apples amassed awards for excellence. The
red and green Bramley’s ‘cooker’ now accounts
for 95% of the cooking apple market.

You can see a Blue Plaque near Mary Ann’s
garden at 75 Church Street commemorating the
Bramley story and, to mark the apple’s
bicentenary, Southwell Minster installed a

stained-glass window combining apples and
geometric branches suggesting the Tree of Life,
by artist Helen Whittaker.

It wasn’t apples but German zeppelins that hit
the headlines during the First World War. One in
particular, the monstrous L31, a hydrogen-filled
‘ship of the air’ commanded by ‘Ace’ Kapitan
Heinrich Mathy. Zeppelins were capable of
raining down huge bombs as well as bringing
with them the psychological terror of their
trademark ‘clockerty-clock’ drone echoing from
the skies.

In the early hours of 1st October 1916, Mathy’s
zeppelin descended to 10,000 feet preparing to
bomb London. Britain’s defences sprang into
action, not least Second-Lieutenant Wulstan
Tempest, based at Hornchurch Aerodrome.
Ignoring strict orders not to exceed 8,000 feet,
he sped upwards into inky darkness in his tiny
BE2c biplane to face the monster in the sky. He
circled the enemy, firing from below and above
but without success. Risking everything, he flew
ever closer, attacking for all he was worth.
Suddenly the zeppelin exploded in a sheet of
multi-coloured flame that sent Tempest reeling.
Far below, residents of houses and farms in
Potters Bar rushed out in their dressing gowns to
the sound of ear-splitting explosions in the sky,
praying that they might be spared the blazing
debris hurtling toward them. Luckily a strong
wind carried most of it into nearby Oakmere
Park.

Injured and disoriented, Tempest crash-landed in
a wheat field near Epping Forest, shaken but
glad to be alive. He climbed out of his wrecked
plane and coolly thumbed a lift back to base.

The next morning, and with injuries that

Strange Fiction or Stranger Fact?
Wendy Turner on how the truth can be stranger than fiction…
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included a fractured skull, he raced back to
Oakmere to view the wreckage of his midnight
encounter in the sky, only to discover that an
enterprising farmer was charging a shilling to
enter his field. Tempest duly paid up and went
in.

Long before aircraft were ever dreamt of, an old
man gazed out from a mural over the Great West
Door of the Abbey Church of St Peter, now
Peterborough Cathedral. The portrait, long-
forgotten and defaced by Cromwell’s army, was
hidden behind a replacement oil painting of him.
He is short and stocky and of a grizzled
countenance. He wears an old red tunic and
clutches a pick and shovel, the tools of his trade.
A skull rests at his feet, a reminder of mortality.
The old man, Robert Scarlett, became known
affectionately as ‘Old Scarlett.’ Born in 1496 in
the reign of Henry VII, he grew up and lived
during the reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary I
and Elizabeth I. He lived to the ripe old age of
98, working during his long life as the Abbey’s
sexton and grave-digger.

Old Scarlett’s claim to fame was that he buried
two Queens. He took charge of the lavish
arrangements for the funeral of Katharine of
Aragon, who died aged 51 at Kimbolton Castle.
Katharine’s body was accompanied by a huge
retinue of priests and knights bearing standards
and banners, along with thousands of people
who loved her. Hundreds of candles illuminated
the Abbey amid black drapes embroidered with
golden pomegranates, Katharine’s personal
emblem. Perhaps Old Scarlett felt a twinge of
sympathy for the spurned wife as she was laid to
her rest. She lies there still, under shining letters
stating simply: ‘Katharine Queen of England.’
Visitors still leave fresh pomegranates on her
tomb.

Old Scarlett was in his nineties when preparing
for the funeral of Mary Queen of Scots. Mary’s
cortège left Fotheringhay Castle and arrived at
the Abbey by torchlight in the early hours of a
dark July night in 1587. She too was

accompanied by uniformed attendants and
liveried heralds and once again the Cathedral
blazed by the light of hundreds of candles. Some
years later, her son James I removed her body to
Westminster Abbey but the wording in bold gold
letters: ‘Former burial place of Mary Queen of
Scots’ remains in Peterborough Cathedral.

Old Scarlett, once dubbed ‘King of Spades’ is
fondly remembered as resting on his sturdy oak
bench in the churchyard amid the fragrance of
wild herbs from which he is said to have enjoyed
a warming brew. Today he is more popular than
ever. Music and prayers have been composed for
him and poems and books written about him. He
is buried in Peterborough Cathedral under his
two portraits.

On the subject of cathedrals, why not pop into
Exeter Cathedral to see the Bishop’s cat flap? In
Medieval times, cats were put to work to
eradicate mice and rats and a hole was carved
for them in a wooden door below the
Cathedral’s 13th-century astronomical clock. That
the clock attracted vermin may not be too
surprising since it was maintained using animal
fat. The famous timepiece is said to have
inspired the nursery rhyme ‘Hickory dickory
dock, the mouse ran up the clock.’
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Peterborough 
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Phil Mitchell knows some characters…

On 5th February I led a Creating Convincing
Characters workshop for Verulam Writers. The
turnout was great and everyone threw themselves
into the discussions and exercises, proving yet again
what an imaginative bunch we are. We created
characters from scratch, brought them to life, and
ended by exploring how our newly formed
convincing characters might change at the end of a
story. Thanks to everyone who attended. I hope you
found it useful.

So, how do we go about creating convincing
characters? Here are a few tips…

26 © Verulam Writers 2020



If you don’t already use such a questionnaire, why not take a character from a work in progress and
interrogate them using a questionnaire to find out a little more about them?

Just because we know something about a character doesn’t mean we
have to use it

The only way to write a convincing, vibrant protagonist is to know them inside out. If we have this
knowledge about them, we can use it. If we don’t have this knowledge, we risk creating unconvincing
characters.

VERACITY

Get to know your characters

Characters often feel more real to readers than people they actually know, and that takes skill from
the writer. As writers, we start with a spark of an idea, the tiniest of details like a character’s gender,
appearance, name, where they live, or what they do for a living, and then, like a real-life person, we
get to know them.
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When writing a novel, a writer 
should create living people; people, 

not characters. A character is a 
caricature.

- Ernest Hemingway

Some writers use questionnaires to help them
create fully rounded characters. Character
questionnaires (there are plenty of examples
online) prompt us to record a character’s physical
attributes like age, height, size, flaws, race, accent,
and how they move. They ask a character’s
psychology: their intelligence, temperament,
happiness or unhappiness, attitudes, self-
knowledge, beliefs and values, their dreams and
fears, what embarrasses them, what makes them
happy or sad. They ask about a character’s
relationship with family and friends, their
birthplace, education, profession, hobbies,
lifestyle, and major events in their life.

But just because we know something about a
character doesn’t mean we have to prise it
into the story. Our knowledge of their
background helps us decide how they’d
behave and react to certain situations, but
the reader need not know every minor thing
that happened throughout their life. To do so

would disrupt the story and make the character feel less real. We don’t know everything about
anybody in real life, so we shouldn’t know everything about them in fiction. When using historical
figures as characters, there’s a particular risk of cramming in every little fact we know about them—
but we’re writing a story, not a History textbook.

Get to know your characters…
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Avoid stereotypes

We’ve all heard of Round and Flat characters. Round characters are
multi dimensional, complex, and display conflicting behaviours.
They’re usually our main characters. Flat characters are less
detailed and often used as background or secondary characters,
but they still need to be convincing.

Stereotypes can quickly establish a flat character in a reader’s mind,
but if we want to keep our writing fresh we should avoid
stereotypes like the alcoholic detective, scar-faced villain, or
nagging wife. And be careful when reducing a group of people to a
stereotype as it can be offensive. However, taking a stereotype and
portraying it in a way that goes against expectations can make a flat
character more complex and rounder.
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Be a sadist. No matter how sweet and innocent 
your leading characters, make awful things 

happen to them – in order that the reader may 
see what they are made of.

- Kurt Vonnegut

In displaying the psychology 
of your characters, minute 

particulars are essential. God 
save us from vague 

generalizations! 
- Anton Chekhov

Avoid stereotypes…

Characters don’t have to be likable, just
believable

Our characters don’t have to be likeable, the reader can hate
them, but for the character to be convincing the reader must
be able to understand their motives and empathise with them.
We must make sure our characters really care (because if they
don’t, the reader won’t) and make sure our character’s

Plan your character arc

Convincing characters have a character arc. A character
arc is the way a character develops over a story and looks
a bit like this: the character has a certain profile at the
start of the story, the character plunges into the story, and
their profile changes because of their experience in that
story.

motivations come through strongly.
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In a story, a character usually wants
something. They might want to stop a
wicked villain, or win the heart of
someone who doesn’t know they exist,
and once they’ve achieved (or not
achieved) their goal they change. If the
reader understands why something
matters so much to the character,
understands their motivations, and
understands their change, then the reader
is involved, the character is convincing.
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Plan your arc…

Be careful of characters too much
like yourself

Characters often have autobiographical traits.
We know ourselves really well, and it’s natural to
include our own character in our creations. We
take our emotions and experiences and put
them into our writing. This gives characters a
true emotional core and allows our readers to
empathise with them. But be careful—
autobiographical characters can be dull and
unconvincing, so we have to make sure there’s
enough distance between us (the writer) and us
(the character) to see the character objectively.
Is the character interesting enough?

Be careful of characters too much like yourself….

People remember characters not plot

Readers turn the page because of our story’s plot, but they’ll remember the story because of our
characters. As writers we spend a lot of time making such we’ve got a great plot and that can come at
the expense of creating convincing characters. Plot is important, but if we start by building a strong
character, then add a dilemma, challenge or conflict, we automatically start generating our plot.
Starting the other way around, fitting characters into events, can be more difficult and less believable,
and we have to go back during the edit and make those characters more convincing.

Creating convincing characters isn’t easy, but if we spend the time putting in the necessary
thought, then our best character’s will stay with us forever.

Happy writing!
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@verulamwriters
Do you have some news to share about writing such as an event or 
publication of an article or book? 

• Visited a website that could be a good resource for other 
writers? 

• Seen a good quote?

• Like to find out more about the VW? 

on

Then head to @verulamwriters on

We’d like to encourage all members to
visit and use our Facebook page. It’s full
of news from the VW and a great way to
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Do you have some news to share about writing such as an event or 
publication of an article or book? 

• Visited a website that could be a good resource for other 
writers? 

• Seen a good quote?

• Like to find out more about the VW? 

on

Then head to @verulam_writers on

We’d like to encourage all members to
visit and use our twitter page. It’s full of
news from the VW and a great way to
stay connected! As long as posts are
writing-related and appropriate, we’d
love you to post too!
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John Spencer is a published author of some 30 non-fiction books on the paranormal and some
business-related topics. He has been a writer since age nine and completed his first (correctly
unpublished!) novel by the age of 13. He is also a painter with several exhibitions behind him, and a
photographer.

He was, for seven years, Chair of the Verulam Writers Circle, has also been Treasurer, and is currently
its President. He originally joined VW to develop skills in writing fiction and now has two books
completed which are out in an attempt to find publishers / agents.

This is a section of a book I have completed and am looking for a publisher. The context is that Scott is
a doctor who has lost his path in life, and he’s in Peru trying to deal with his losses. This situation is
what takes him back to his normal life.

He had been in Peru for months, right through the end of 2006 and it was now 2007. It was August
15th and Scott was sitting at his table in his bar and drinking his third Pisco sour of the day. It was
unlikely to be his last, he thought but it had been a quiet day which was why at six thirty in the
evening he had had little to drink.

The church was full, it was time for mass and that was always well attended. This day was no
different. Another person, a tourist perhaps, was at a table next to Scott and he was reading a
magazine. Scott was idly looking at it, and him, and the man offered him the magazine to look at. His
face was genuinely friendly and Scott nodded, leaned over and took the paper, thanking him. At that
moment his chair wobbled and he jerked it back to correct it. Scott momentarily thought he was
drunk, or was too sleepy to even lean a chair over.

As he tried to correct it, the chair slipped completely, and Scott fell onto the dusty ground. He shook
his head and felt clumsy. As he looked up, the ground was rocking. He could hear a low grumble. His
first thought, perhaps because of his profession, was that he was suffering some sort of problem. A
stroke. A vestibular disorder, he considered. Perhaps just an inner ear complaint which can cause
imbalance.

When the man next to him landed on the ground in front of his face he realised his thinking was out.
He gripped the ground to steady himself. It didn’t work. The ground, the dust all around, the chairs
and tables were all vibrating. The sound was getting louder, and the movements stronger. It took him
only seconds to realise it was an earthquake.

He had experienced an earthquake before. He had been in southern Turkey and woke up one night to
watch his wardrobe door slide across, feeling the disturbance. The girl he had been with had looked
across at him alarmed, so he had put out his hands and calmed her down.

‘Is it a dream?’ she had said.

‘Both of us,’ he had laughed. ‘No, It’s an earthquake. But I think it’s all over already.’
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And so it had been, a three or four on the Richter scale it had disturbed some furniture and then
stopped abruptly and didn’t repeat.

He hoped this would be similar. Peru was known for earthquakes. It had many and most of them,
most around the world in fact, were small and annoying at worst. When Scott saw the house on the
other side of the road instantly collapse into rubble, and watched others behind it do the same, he
knew this was not that kind of earthquake.

It seemed to last for hours, it was in fact around three minutes. The area just rumbled and roared;
everything moved so strangely. If you have spent your life on solid ground, knowing that the ground
was the one solid thing you can rely on, then laying on a road that still looked solid but was moving
under you like water is as unsettling as it gets. Many never feel safe again. Scott just stayed where he
was, on all fours, feeling the energy around him, unable to move at all for fear of… something he
couldn’t determine. He just stayed there, and listened and watched. Down the road the church, full of
the congregation at mass, collapsed on one side. He knew there would be many dead.

The waiter was on the floor behind a few fallen tables, and in exactly the same position Scott was in.
He was also unable to move apparently, and he looked across at Scott with a blank look on his face
that also somehow said ‘terror’. Scott could see others along the street, all on the ground. A few tried
to get up and walk and they fell and rocked and rolled like drunks. They bounced off the buildings
they were near, and fell back onto the vibrating ground.

Scott was hit by several things falling off the roof of the bar, but nothing was serious. Broken tiles
bounced off him, and would have hurt a little if he hadn’t been so numb, but nothing heavy or
damaging caught him. He was lucky.

And then it stopped. The movement and the sounds stopped. But no-one moved. Scott stayed where
he was, still on all fours, but now tentatively looking around him at others coming to terms with the
silence and steadiness. He watched as a few people successfully stood up, and he decided to have a
go. It wasn’t easy. He stood up and felt cautiously the ground beneath him. It was solid and steady
but it didn’t feel it. He felt he could never trust it again. His whole body felt like he wanted to be sick,
though he wasn’t.

On his feet he gingerly turned and looked around. He could hardly believe it. Most of the buildings
around him, where in the past weeks he had walked, and drank, and eaten, were now just a mass of
rubble on the ground. Slowly, bits affected by the quake were still falling here and there. The dust
around them was thick and choking, and as it cleared it revealed more and more destruction.

He would find out later that cities for hundreds of miles around were affected by the quake. Lima
suffered broken windows and slight damage. But the quake had originated much closer, and Scott
discovered later it was eight on the Richter scale, a huge quake. In the nearby city of Pisco 85% of the
entire city was destroyed, and over four hundred people died.

Suddenly the place switched on all around him. People started screaming and running about. Scott
could see no particular direction they were running in, but presumably everyone had somewhere
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they wanted to be, or check on, or someone they wanted to be with. He walked down the street
looking at the upheavals on the road, and the rubble laying all about him.

It would be days before any organised help and rescue could be put together. Even simple local
services like the fire teams were unable to move for some time. All that could be done immediately
was to see if anyone needed help. Scott looked into several of the piles of rubble that had been
houses but saw no-one to help. He walked up the street, and found himself with others at the
severely damaged church. Here help was needed and Scott threw himself in with great energy. He
and others joined together to move bricks and beams from where people were trapped, and remove
them from on top of people. When they freed an injured person they would take all the care they
could to identify the injury and then safely move the person to a place where he or she could rest
safely. Scott told others that he was a doctor and found that he was immediately roped into his work;
when anyone was found alive he was called over to check their injuries to see if they could be moved
safely or should be strapped up, or even remain where they were found.

He did it well, though he couldn’t always be sure he was right. No one complained though, and he
helped pull out dozens of people.

There were more shocks to follow. Literally. About half an hour after the quake there was a severe
aftershock that hit for a few minutes. Some people reacted as if it was the end of the world. Scott
was fairly calm and stayed put, and calmed others down. It was only afterwards that he realised that
the main shock could have been only the start and worse could follow. But it wasn’t; the big quake
was over though the aftershocks were frightening.

One woman was badly injured and she was taken to the local hospital. Quite a lot of that had been
damaged and staff had spent the time moving patients to and fro in the building to get them to safer
areas. Scott travelled with her to the hospital, in a completely unsuitable car that was being used as
an ambulance, and sometimes as a fire engine carrying water. When they arrived at the hospital the
doctors were only too glad to get any help they could.

They were even more delighted when they discovered, with his help, that she had a bad injury to her
head, and he was a neurologist with a great deal of knowledge about brain and spine injury. Together
with some very experienced people at the hospital they were able to identify the problem.

‘She had a closed brain injury,’ he told them. ‘No sign of actual penetration to the brain but she’s
been hit by something that has crushed the brain against the skull inside. There will be tearing of the
nerve fibres, and some tearing of blood vessels.’

‘Will she live?’

‘I can’t tell that. This kind of injury takes a long time to get over and there are a few pitfalls along the
way. However, her speech and what you tell me about her memory suggests that she can recover.
The trick here is to put together a program of nutrition, and medication, and support at home to look
at her development over the next months and perhaps years.’

They discussed her for some time, and Scott spoke to her at length when she was awake to
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determine the extent of her injuries. He helped
the doctors to put together a way forward for
her.

Over the next few weeks Scott was busier than
he had ever been. He was running around the
wards largely doing his kind of work, with brain
and spine injuries, and dealing with people who,
if not physically injured, were in shock, and could
not get a grip on the horrors that they had
witnessed. At other times he was helping other
doctors and nurses and volunteers, pushing
patients on trolleys, fetching drugs and even just
bottles of water, and all the time making notes
and filling forms to make sure that the history of
the treatment would not be lost.

Several weeks later Scott was still in Peru, now
back in Lima, and still receiving praise, and
questions, about his work with several patients.
He had never felt more alive. And more satisfied.
One day he received a call from the doctors he
had been helping and he gave them advice but
told them he was returning to England. As he
said it, he realised that he hadn’t thought that
through. But then he realised he had. And it was
time to get back to England. To get back home.
And to get back to work.
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